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gardiente – 
Trade Fair for Garden Living 

Make sure you’re there in July 2017,  
when gardiente presents the latest  
trends for the fourth time.

Reputed exhibitors from both home and abroad - including the Netherlands, Italy,  
Austria and Switzerland – are featured at gardiente.

Added value for a successful business:
 ✔ trade-specific product portfolio presented early on 
 ✔ solid market overview with 75 brands from Germany and abroad 
 ✔ high-quality business platform for placing orders, sharing information and networking 
 ✔ targeted information on the new products for next season 
 ✔ inspirational ideas for your own business
 ✔ gardiente night: for the »Who’s Who« in the Outdoor Living sector – 
a relaxed gathering with good music and delicious food 

 ✔ time windows for extensive business talks in a relaxed setting 
 ✔ a free Full-Service package for visitors and an attractive supporting programme 
 ✔ central location near Frankfurt am Main
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Brands 2016
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What the 
industry says

“I believe – and this is decisive for gardiente – that coordination between production and trade is becoming  
increasingly goal oriented. In the future therefore, orders directly following the pre-order can be written earlier 
than in previous years. In my opinion, gardiente will gain significance at least for the German market thanks to  
its optimal timing.“
Jürgen Frank Brackmann · CEO Stern GmbH & Co. KG

“We’re happy with the way the fair went. The show attracted a lot of relevant retailers and representatives from 
the major industry associations. The footfall on Monday and Sunday was particularly good. The visitors weren’t in 
a rush, which enabled us to have intense pre-order negotiations.  By the way, it was a good decision to schedule 
the trade fair earlier in mid-July.“
Tim Dargel · Division Manager Leisure Furniture Heinz Kettler GmbH & Co. KG

“On the whole, we’re really pleased again. The quality of the contacts was good, and we were able to recruit some 
new customers. The special thing about gardiente is actually the kind of discussions that arise with the customers: 
they’re far more intense. We were given exact information about what the customers expect and want. This gives 
us as manufacturers the chance to adapt properly to customer wishes.“
Martin Schaffner · Owner Schaffner AG · Switzerland

“We had been watching the development of the Gardiente show for a while. Following a visit to assess the show 
last year, the decision was reached to exhibit at the 2016 edition. We are pleased at the result and are planning to 
attend again next year. We would give them the top grade as the organisers have shown an excellent performance.“
John House · Export Sales Manager Alexander Rose LTD. · UK

“Like at the last event, the quality of the contacts was really good. Another positive aspect was that the  
customers weren’t stressed but had plenty of time to engage in business. This gave us the opportunity to  
present our products and innovations in sufficient detail and to provide quality consultation.  
Many customers placed orders there and then.“
Andreas Sievert · Retail Sales Representive Hartman Outdoor Products Germany GmbH

“gardiente has managed to become really well known in the industry within the space of just three years. This 
is no accident: The service provided at the fair and the staff are all great. Being a small and exclusive trade fair, 
gardiente offers a really intimate atmosphere and a platform for good industry-specific talks. We had plenty of 
quality discussions with customers and the selection of brands and suppliers couldn’t be better. The TrendArea 
was new this year and presented the highlights of several exhibitors. This was really well received by the visitors.“
Ralf Zangenberg · Managing Director Heinrich Zangenberg GmbH & Co. KG
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What the 
industry says

“The prevailing tone here is positive, in total contrast to other, larger fairs. The atmosphere is casual and the 
service is very professional and friendly. That was the opinion of many of the customers and new contacts who 
came to visit here. Even we exhibitors are treated as clients. Much thought has gone into that. Frequency was 
good. I think gardiente is on an upward tangent. As a relative newcomer, it is not yet as established as larger fairs 
but I think it is on the right track. The time frame, mid-July, is ideal for the trade who can see basic trends for the 
upcoming year and place selected pre-orders.“
Jörg Sommer · CEO 4 Seasons Outdoor GmbH

“I like the way everything is presented. We’re here for the first time and until now have only ever been to larger 
trade fairs. It’s much more personal here, and not as hectic. The service surrounding the fair is great as well.  
We also like its early timing because our schedule is often tight in August/ September, what with deliveries,  
photo shoots and everything else that needs doing. We’ve placed several orders at gardiente today.  
So, all I can say really is that we’re definitely coming back.”
Barbara and Jürg Bänninger · Owners Hunn Gartenmöbel AG · Bremgarten · Switzerland

“We’ve come to gardiente for the first time this year. The trade fair is clearly set out and the exhibitors have far 
more time to talk to you. This isn’t the case at other events where you literally have to queue. At gardiente we 
were also able to gain an insight into the sector really quickly – we now know what we have to sell and what new 
elements we should add to our range – and we now have time to plan it all properly. When I go to other fairs,  
it all happens that little bit too late. The garden furniture season’s already been and gone. All the suppliers we 
work with are here as well.”
Luise Vieröther · Managing Director Holz & Gartenfachmarkt Erichmühle GmbH · Wendelstein

“The fair is great and well laid out. In contrast to other fairs, there are no distractions which allows us visitors to 
focus on our own objectives and targets. Not only that, but I can find everything here that I want in our range. It’s 
all displayed in a compact form, the routes are short – I think it’s very pleasant here.”
Wolfgang Kohl · Managing Director Decoflex Sonnenschutzsysteme GmbH & Co. KG · Hilden
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Benefits 
for exhibitors and visitors

Exhibitors
benefit from…
 

gardiente makes visiting  
a walk in the park!

 ✔ professional communication:  
including public relations work, our trade-fair magazine,  
advertising in trade magazines, the appearance of your  
exhibition news on gardiente’s website and much more 

 ✔ a whole host of national and international contacts 

 ✔ an industry-specific trade fair with a clear identity 

 ✔ a wide range of services and good value for money

 ✔ Its central location in the heart of Germany and the  
Rhein-Main region - in close proximity to the financial and 
trading centre of Frankfurt - means that gardiente is quickly 
and easily accessible. 
 

 ✔ The venue in Hofheim-Wallau (Messecenter Rhein-Main)  
has excellent transport links from all directions (A3/A5).  
Its proximity to Frankfurt Airport means that the event  
is easily accessible from abroad as well. 

 ✔ Admission to the trade fair is free of charge for trade buyers. 

 ✔ Visitors can park right next to the Messecenter Rhein-Main; 
our car park offers more than 660 spaces. 

 ✔ When travelling by train, it is worth purchasing the event 
ticket (Veranstaltungsticket) offered by German railway 
Deutsche Bahn for just EUR 99.00 return from anywhere in 
Germany. Our free shuttle service will bring you from the 
Railway Station at the Airport (Fernbahnhof Flughafen) 
directly to the trade fair. 

 ✔ Our partnership with various nearby hotels enables us  
to offer you attractive accommodation packages. 

 ✔ Excellent catering at the Lounge areas 
as part of the overall package. 

 ✔ gardiente night: the industry event on Sunday evening –  
the “place to be” for high-quality contacts.
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PR & Marketing 
before, during and after gardiente

You do the business and we’ll do the communication

Public Relations
Advertising in relevant specialist publications  
such as Trend & Style, MÖBELMARKT, möbel kultur

Visitor Marketing 
Multiple newsletters to registered specialist retailers

Free Visitor Flyers 
For managing your invitations professionally

Free trade fair magazine
Help to prepare optimal the trade buyers fair visit

Regular Exhibitor News 
On gardiente’s website

gardiente night: Industry event on Sunday evening  
“The place to be” for exhibitors and visitors

The wholly owned subsidiary of the regional association of  
commercial agents organised within the CDH Mitte (known in  
German as the Wirtschaftsverband für Handelsvermittlung und 
Vertrieb Hessen, Thüringen und Rheinland-Pfalz e.V.) has been 
successfully organising trade fairs and congresses for over fifty 
years. 

Over the years, the mostly seasonal trade fairs have become  
firmly established in their respective fields and today attract  
more than 10,000 visitors. 

MUVEO GmbH
Stresemannallee 35-37 · D-60596 Frankfurt am Main · Germany 
www.muveo.de

 
MUVEO GmbH - the organiser behind gardiente

Your contacts:
Manager · Jens Frey
T +49 (0)69 63 00 92 - 44 · frey@muveo.de

Project Management · Verena Westphal
T +49 (0)69 63 00 92 - 60 · westphal@muveo.de

Press Contact · Theresa Mertz
T +49 (0)69 63 00 92 - 10 · mertz@muveo.de
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Business – Information –
Networking

You will find the most important industry names in Wallau!
Trade-oriented exhibitors of garden furniture, sunshades, stands, 
BBQs, textiles and accessoires from both home and abroad  
present trade buyers with a golden opportunity to place their 
orders in a perfectly timed business setting.

Information

Take advantage of the valuable information and ideas for the 
daily running of your business. The excellent and professional 
supporting programme is completely free of charge and features 
a Specialist Forum, an Industry Event and our Show Cooking in 
the BBQ Lounge. Gain an in-depth insight into the latest trends 
for the next season early on and benefit from the early-bird deals 
offered by many of our exhibitors. 

gardiente offers many networking opportunities:
For example, the gardiente night - the Industry Event on Sunday 
evening - brings together both trade buyers and exhibitors - 
combining delicious food with stimulating conversation and a 
pleasant and congenial atmosphere. You can also visit our  
Lounge areas, the perfect place to relax and chat. Our “Industry 
Get-Together” with press tour on Monday provides another ideal 
backdrop for networking and meeting new faces (invitation only).

Business Networking
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gardiente makes visiting 
a walk in the park!

The venue at the Messecenter Rhein-Main in Hofheim-Wallau has 
excellent transport links from all directions (A3/A5). Its proximity 
to Frankfurt Airport means that the event is easily accessible from 
abroad as well.

Its central location in the heart of Germany and the 
Rhein-Main region – in close proximity to the  
financial and trading centre of Frankfurt – means 
that gardiente is quickly and easily accessible.  

Salzburg
approx. 550km

Zürich
approx. 400km

Amsterdam
approx. 400km

Paris
approx. 500km

Berlin
approx. 550km

Hamburg
approx. 500km

Frankfurt am Main
approx. 20km

Messecenter Rhein-Main

Köln
approx. 170km

München
approx. 400km

Opening hours:
09 July 2017 — 9 am-6 pm
10 July 2017 — 9 am-6 pm
11 July 2017 — 9 am-5 pm

Venue
Messecenter Rhein-Main
Robert-Bosch-Str. 5–7
65719 Hofheim-Wallau

9 – 11 July 2017


